DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING

PHYDURA is a foliar active weed control product which contains clove oil and natural acids. It is non-selective to both broadleaf and grassy weeds and is recommended for areas such as borders, driveways, sidewalks, around mature tree bases, around nursery crops, around buildings, in fence rows, in greenhouses, on school grounds, and around flower beds. PHYDURA is fast acting. Foliar contact results in rapid control of annual weeds and grasses, and top growth reduction of herbaceous perennial weeds and grasses. Re-treatment is required for control of established perennial weeds. Do NOT let Phydura spray contact any painted surfaces as it may discolor or strip the paint.

NOTE: All contacted vegetation will be affected. Avoid contact with desirable plants. Overspray or drift will injure or kill contacted vegetation. When using Phydura in a greenhouse or other enclosure, turn off all fans and/or ventilation systems so that the spray mist does not become airborne and injure any non-target plants.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
• Causes skin irritation
• Causes serious eye damage
• Harmful if swallowed
• Harmful if inhaled

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT:
• Wear respiratory protection
• Wear safety glasses/ face protection
• Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing

APPLICATION / DILUTION / DOSAGE:
Young, Smaller Plants: Mix PHYDURA with water at 3:1 (3 parts water to one part PHYDURA) ratio. Fill sprayer 1/2 full with water. Add PHYDURA and then fill the sprayer with water. Some agitation during application is recommended. Spray apply mixture to the top and bottom of all weed foliage. For best results, spray in full sunlight at the warmest part of day.

Older Large Plants: Mix with water at 2:1 ratio. Spray apply to top and bottom of all foliage.

PHYDURA works best in non-shaded areas when temperatures are above 60°F (15.6°C). Spray PHYDURA directly on weeds until wet, but not to the point of runoff. Always spray PHYDURA when the plant is actively growing. Children and pets may re-enter treated areas after the spray has dried. Repeat applications as needed.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Store locked up. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Store in original container in a cool, dry area away from children and pets.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL:
Do not reuse empty container. If empty: Offer for recycling if available or discard in a sanitary landfill. If partly filled: Call your solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

This product has not been registered by the U.S. E.P.A. Soil Technologies Corp. manufactures this product in compliance with the U.S.A. E.P.A. Minimum Risk Pesticide Regulation, CFR Title 40, Chapter 1, Subchapter E, 152.25 (f).

Soil Technologies Corp.
2103 185th Street,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Tel: +1-641-472-3963
FAX: +1-641-472-6189
www.soiltechcorp.com

Warranty:
The manufacturer warrants that this product conforms to the original formulation and is fit for use as directed. Neither manufacturer nor seller shall be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or indirect, arising from the misuse of the product. Manufacturer’s and seller’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product as is proven defective before purchase.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN